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This policy aligns with our school values and vision and is intended to ensure consistency across the
school in terms of home learning practice and the importance of home and school working together
in partnership.
As a church school we value working in partnership with families to uphold our vision of: with
knowledge, faith and love we can change the world.
What is the purpose of homework?
All Saints Benhilton C of E Primary School believes that homework should inspire and motivate children;
it can play an important part in the personal development of individuals.
• To inspire or promote wider learning experiences providing a great opportunity to rehearse
key skills such as times tables, doubling facts, addition sums, spellings, handwriting, reading
and other key facts;
• To allow parents to gain an understanding of what children are learning in school.
• It can further stimulate enthusiasm for learning; - It reflects the culture and society we live in,
and so the teaching and learning that happens enables our children to better understand the
world in which they live.
• To provide opportunities for parents and children to work together.
• To help to foster good habits of organization and self-discipline. For the Spirit God gave us
does not make us timid, but gives us power, love and self-discipline. 2 Timothy 1:7

We encourage parents to:
 Show a positive interest in homework; talk and ask questions.- These skills that are also needed
to support children to celebrate the joy, wonder and mystery of our faith.
 Help and support, but encourage independent thinking.
 Ensure children have the time and space to complete homework.
 Praise children for their efforts.
Homework at our school
Whilst supporting the above key principles, All Saints Benhilton is not a school at which homework
dominates home and school life - not every activity will capture children and parents’ imagination and
weekends can sometimes be busy. Homework should be enjoyable and manageable for all concerned
and if it becomes a chore/burden/source of conflict it ceases to be a constructive aspect of teaching
and learning.
Home learning for Years 1 – 6 has moved online to Google Classroom following the successes during
partial lockdown and therefore this platform is ideal for homework. Should you not have access to
device, there will be an opportunity to come into school either before or after school on specified days
(to be arranged) to complete home learning.
The amount of time spent on a task is not specified, preferring individual children and families to set
their own routines. Please approach your individual teachers, via the class email, who are happy to give
advice.
Teachers plan tasks that should provide positive incentives to motivate the children; children are not
punished if they fail to complete the work. However discreet homework registers are kept and if a child
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consistently fails to complete tasks, this is discussed with the child and their parents.
Those children with Special Educational Needs will be taken into consideration when homework is set
by their class teacher. This may be reflected in the form of differentiation or being given work to
complete that is different to their peers in order to meet their specific needs.
Practising the basic skills of reading, spelling and times tables at home will support your children’s
learning and be the most benefit in school.
Agreed procedure:
•
•
•

Tasks will be uploaded to Google Classroom on Wednesday each week.
Children should complete the tasks by Monday of the following week
Home learning that is assigned in Google Classroom will be acknowledged by an adult in your
child’s year group team.

Reading in Reception
When they are ready to, children will start bringing simple books home to read to an adult. Books will
be changed on Monday and Thursday. It is important for parents to encourage children to point to the
words as they are being read. Discussing the story and the characters and asking questions about the
book will help with the child’s understanding of language. Reading the books more than once is very
important. We have moved the reading record to a Google Form on Google Drive which parents/carers
should sign or comment on each time they read with their child.
Reading in Key Stage 1
Reading on a regular basis is vital. Children will bring their reading books home daily and the role of the
adult is to listen and support them. They will have the opportunity to change their books four times a
week – if they have finished reading them. It is important to remind them to sound out unknown
words; looking at the pictures and looking for words within words are other strategies which the child
may use to read an unknown word. Just as important is discussing the book to check that the child has
understood what they have read.
Phonics and High Frequency Words (not online)
Children will have daily phonics lessons throughout Reception and Key Stage 1 alongside strategies for
building a secure sight vocabulary. Children in reception will bring home weekly word building or
blending and segmenting activities to support their phonic knowledge. These will be related to the
phonic sounds they have learnt in school the previous week. It is important that children build up a
bank of words which they can read and spell on sight. When it is appropriate, children will bring home
some high frequency words to read, write and learn. Parents can help children to learn these by
practising them regularly and often. Children will often receive the same words again in order to
practise them further.
Reading in Key stage 2
Children may read to an adult, with an adult or read to themselves in the presence of an adult. The
story and characters should be talked about and new words discussed. Older children need a clear
understanding of the story that sometimes will go beyond the literal meaning of the text. Children will
read texts that are more detailed and will take longer to read. They should be encouraged to read all
types of texts including non-fiction. Children in Key Stage 2 (Years 3 to 5) are responsible for filling in
their reading record which we have moved on to a Google Form on Google Drive.
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Maths skills in KS1
Knowing number bonds is a vital skill to master before moving on to times tables later in Year 2.
Children will be provided with online game links such as Numbots to secure number facts and TT
Rockstars to practise times tables.
Maths in KS2
Times Tables – this is the most important number skill that children can learn and practise at home.
Knowing their times tables is vital and provides the basis for understanding many other areas of maths.
All children in Years 2-6 have a TT Rockstars log in and should use this to practise their tables at least 3
times a week but every day if possible.
Spelling
In KS1, children will be provided with links to phonics online games to support the learning of sounds
that week and Busy things to practise spellings.
In KS2, children will be provided with weekly spelling lists on Google Classroom that will include
vocabulary from their current topic and may have links to online spelling games to support them plus
lists of common exception words (CEWs) specific to their year group (from Year 2-6).
Other possible Homework
From time to time teachers may send home other forms of homework which will be personal to
individual children’s learning needs. This homework may include the following:
•
•
•
General

Handwriting – letter formation; - In Reception children may have a phonics/handwriting book
weekly from Lent (Spring) term.
Basic numbers skills practise;
Comprehension activities;

If children are absent from school because they are sick, then in general we would not send work home.
We would make the assumption that they are not well enough to work.
It may happen that a child is absent for a length of time though and is well enough to do some work at
home, e.g. a broken leg or isolating. In these circumstances, teachers will provide online learning
through Google Classroom that is similar to that being learned in class.
Sometimes parents take holidays in school time and ask for their children to be given homework for
that period. No formal school work will be set.
Homework, aligns with our school values and vision and therefore this will be incorporated into aspects
of learning. This permeates everything we do in school and this should be reflective in the home
learning.
Whether you turn to the right or the left, your ears will hear a voice behind saying, ‘This is the way; walk
in it’. Isiah 30:21
Remote Education Provision
Our Remote Education Contingency Plan can be put into action immediately if:
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There's a local outbreak and we are asked to close temporarily for most pupils as directed by
the Government National Lockdown or
 Individuals or groups of pupils need to self-isolate (currently due to Covid 19 Government
guideline 2020-21), but the rest of the school is still open.
In line with Government guidance, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schoolsduring-the-coronavirus-outbreak/guidance-for-full-opening-schools All Saints Benhilton will give pupils
access to high-quality remote resources.
All Saints Benhilton can provide a limited number of chromebooks to families without adequate
technology who are most in need or provide printed resources such as textbooks and workbooks to
pupils without internet access.
Please refer to the Remote Education Contingency Plan
Conclusion:
This policy also needs to be in line with other school polices and therefore should be read in
conjunction with the following school policies:
Assessment Policy
Equal Opportunities Policy
Feedback and Marking policy
Handwriting Policy
Health and Safety Policy
ICT Policy
Inclusion Policy
Special Educational Needs Policy
Teaching and Learning Policy
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